FEATURES & BENEFITS
DUAL LIFT/DUMP CYLINDERS

Excellent load stability during the mount, dismount
and dump cycles.

SLIDE THROUGH REAR BODY LOCKS

SwapLoader’s Slide Through Rear Body Lock design
safely secures the body or container to the hoist. The
Slide Through Rear Body Locks, in conjunction with
the Sliding Jib, allows the operator to re-position the
body or container on the hoist.

DUAL REAR PIVOT SECTION

Provides true dump truck capabilities while securing
the body or container in the body locks of the hoist
and provides breakaway power for lifting heavy loads
off the ground.

SLIDING JIB DESIGN

The Sliding Jib, by the use of a hydraulic cylinder,
positions and secures the body or container in
the rear body locks of the hoist. The Sliding Jib,
in conjunction with the Slide Through Rear Body
Locks, allows the operator to re-position the
body or container on the hoist.

ADJUSTABLE JIB

The adjustable jib enhances the versatility of the
SwapLoader hoist to adjust between different hook
heights without the use of tools or hydraulics allowing
for the exchange of bodies in a matter of minutes.

LOW-PRESSURE HYDRAULICS

SwapLoader is a low pressure / high volume system.
Designed to allow for easy sharing with other
hydraulic powered equipment (spreaders, tarps,
water tanks, etc.).

	DUAL INTEGRAL COUNTERBALANCE VALVES

Counterbalance valves incorporated into each
hydraulic cylinder offer unmatched safety and
protection from an unforeseen loss of pressure.

HOIST MAINFRAME

SwapLoader’s heavy duty “Z” rail design provides
for a safe and strong mainframe.

GREASE ZERKS & BRONZE BUSHINGS

All pivot points incorporate grease zerks and
bronze bushings to provide easy access for basic
maintenance and the expulsion of contaminants.

NYLATRON SLIDE PADS

Allows for ease of loading and unloading bodies
or containers.

JIB LOCK-OUT VALVE

Safety feature preventing the accidental jib cylinder
operation when the body is raised in a dump mode.

4-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Unrivaled 4 year limited warranty demonstrates
SwapLoader’s confidence in our product.
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